1ST LOCATE (UK) LIMITED T/A LEEDS CONSULTANCY
CGI IT UK LIMITED
CHARIS GRANTS LIMITED T/A CHARIS GRANTS
CITY ELECTRICAL FACTORS LTD
CITY ENERGY NETWORK LTD
CIVICA UK LIMITED
CLIMATE INSULATION LIMITED
CLOUD BOOKING LIMITED
CLOUDSTREAM GLOBAL LIMITED
CMS SURVEYORS LTD
COBALT TELEPHONE TECHNOLOGIES LIMIT
CO-HIRE LTD
COMMERCIAL LIMITED
COMMERCIAL METERS LIMITED T/A EXOTERIC GAS SOLUTIONS
COMMUNISUS UK LIMITED
COMPUTERMINDS LTD
CONSUMER ENERGY SOLUTIONS
CONSUMER FINANCIAL LTD
CONTENT & CODE LTD
CONTENT+ CLOUD LIMITED T/A CONTENT+CLOUD
CONTINENTAL PRODUCT ENGINEERING LTD
CONTINO SOLUTIONS LIMITED
CORELOGIC U.K. LTD
CORYT SOFTWARE LTD
CORNERSTONE (EAST ANGLIA) LTD
CORNWALL INSIGHT LIMITED
CORTEX METERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
DAIKIN AIRCONDITIONING UK LTD
DATAGENIC LTD T/A ENERVUS
DATASERVE UK
DAVIES RESOURCING LIMITED
DJ MCGOUGH LIMITED T/A DJ MCGOUGH LTD – IN ADMINISTRATION
DODD GROUP (MIDLANDS) LTD
DOMESTIC & GENERAL INSURANCE PLC
DOMESTIC & GENERAL SERVICES LTD
DOTDIGITAL EMEA LIMITED
DR JEAN BURGOGNE & PARTNERS LLP
DREEVE LTD
DUAL METER SYSTEMS LIMITED
DULAS LTD
DUN & BRADSTREET LTD
DX NETWORK SERVICES LIMITED
DYSON ENERGY SERVICES LTD
E SEARCH DAC T/A PUPULCO
E.ON ENERGY SOLUTIONS LTD
EASTERN POWER NETWORKS PLC
ECO DEAL LTD
ECO PROVIDERS LTD
ECO SIMPLIFIED LIMITED
ECO TARGET LTD
ECOCOURAGING
ENERGY INSIGHTS LIMITED
EFFECTIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED
EFLORIST LIMITED
ELECTRALINK LTD
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTORS
EM LITE LIMITED
EMU ANALYTICS LIMITED T/A EMU ANALYTICS
ENERGY & UTILITIES LTD
ENERGY ASSETS LTD
ENERGY EXEMPLAR (EUROPE) LTD
ENERGY METERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ENGINEERING SUPPORT PARTNERSHIP LTD
ENTERPRISE MANAGED SERVICES LTD
EOS SOLUTIONS UK PLC
EPURE LABS LTD
EQ TECHNOLOGIC INC.
ESG GLOBAL ENERGY LIMITED
ESI SCOTLAND LTD
ESP ELECTRICITY LTD
EVERWARM LTD T/A EVERWARM
EVOLVE HOME ENERGY SOLUTIONS LTD
EXELA TECH LTD
EXERTIS (UK) LTD
EXPERN LTD
FAIRWAY ENERGY LIMITED
FIELDWELL ENERGY SERVICES LTD
FLEETORDE MANAGEMENT LIMITED T/A DRIVEELECTRIC
FLINT BISHOP LTD
FULMAR SERVICES LIMITED
FUSION RADIATORS LTD
GARTNER UK LIMITED
GAS TECH (WALES) LIMITED
GAS TRANSPORTERS
GENTRACK UK LIMITED
GI SOLUTIONS GROUP LTD
GOCOMPARE.COM LIMITED
GOLDEN GLOBE MERCHANTS LIMITED
GOOGLE APP
GRAFTON MERCHANTING GB LTD
GRANT STORE LTD
GREEN DEAL FIRST LTD
GREEN DEAL FLOW NETWORK
GREEN FUNDING LTD
GROSVENOR SERVICES GROUP LTD
GUSTO RESEARCH LIMITED
GZ ENERGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED
HAPPY ENERGY LTD
HAPPY ENERGY SOLUTIONS LTD
HAWKINS & ASSOCIATES LTD
HEADBOX SOLUTIONS LIMITED
HEALUX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
HEATFORCE WALES LTD
HEATING SOLUTIONS T/A PREMIER ENERGY SOLUTIONS
HELP-LINK UK LTD
HERITZLA T/A ZEROBONCE
HORIZON ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE LTD
ILLION DIGITAL TECH SOLUTIONS
IMPACT ENERGY LIMITED
IMPROVEASY LTD T/A IMPROVEASY
IMSERV EUROPE LTD
IMTECH RIVRON LIMITED
IN HOME DISPLAYS LIMITED
INDUSTRIAL AND FINANCIAL SYSTEMS, IT A/I IFIS UK LTD
INFINITY ENERGY ORGANISATION LTD
INFOSYS LIMITED
INVISION MANAGEMENT LIMITED
INSIGHT DIRECT UK LTD
INSTAGROUP LTD
INSULATION & HEATING INSTALLATIONS
INTELESAIT LIMITED
INTELEX TECHNOLOGIES ULC
INTERVER. FER INV. & CONSULTANTS LTD T/A IF IC FORENSICS
IVR INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE (AUTO)
JAMES & JAMES
JOULU LIMITED
JUDGE & PRIESTLEY LLP T/A JUDGE & PRIESTLEY
JUST DIGITAL MARKETPLACE LTD T/A JUST
JUICE LTD T/A ECO CHARGING
K9 SEARCH SOLUTIONS LIMITED
KENSA CONTRACTING LTD
KERNOW LOANS LTD
KERSHAW CONTRACTING SERVICES LTD
K9 SEARCH SOLUTIONS LIMITED
KENS Contracting LTD
KERNOW LOANS LTD
KERSHAW CONTRACTING SERVICES LTD
LANDIS + GYR LTD
LANDMARK ENERGY LTD
LD ECO LTD
LEXISNEXIS RISK SOLUTIONS UK LTD